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The race to unify multi-source datasets is on!
For years, companies of all sizes were

There is a new recognition now among

encouraged to build their data lakes. Many

business users that different use cases call

heeded the call, built modern

for different number of data sources—as

infrastructures and brought in their data.

well as stakeholders—throughout the

Some struggled with the end result and

implementation. A small team who wishes

found themselves submerged in data

to view sales funnel data poses

swamps. But many others were able to

considerably smaller data unification

plow through, and are now putting their

burden than a marketplace that must

data lakes into action through wide views

aggregate data from thousands of sources.

of the data.

Enterprise Wide

Sales Funnel
CRM, Sales,
Marketing and
Conversion data

Global View, Holding
Companies
Payments,
Transactions,
ERP, CRM

Intermediaries
Marketplaces,
Exchanges,
Payment
providers, Trades

Finance Teams
Merge usage,
spending with
margins and
revenue

Customer/Partner
Onboarding
B2B Companies
Solution Providers
Data Platform
Builders

Logistics Teams
Sales, CRM,
Ticketing,
Delivery and
revenue
Marketing Teams
Customer 360 for
targeting

Operation Teams
Merge cost and
revenue with
attribution across
teams
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Solving the multi-source conundrum
To tap their large numbers of sources, may

Such overreliance on services is a direct

companies turn to their existing ETL tools

outcome of having to develop custom

only to reach scalability issues and limits.

solutions to overcome traditional ETL

According to a 2017 Forrester research

limitation. Such services involve a heavy
dose of custom programming to unify and

paper, the Data Orchestration is now a

orchestrate multiple data sources. These

whopping $60B industry. Company-wide

custom solutions will likely involve

data orchestration that involves hundreds

ongoing investments to keep up with the

of sources is by itself a $13B market,

demand to unify and orchestrate a growing

where 85% of budgets are spent on

number of sources for newer data use

services.

cases.

$13.1B
Market size of Company-wide data orchestration

Tools

This is a fairly small portion.

85% of the budget is
spent on services to
custom-develop data
orchestration
solutions.
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Scaling sources (and stakeholders) is hard
Turning to their existing ETL and data

The more sources a business seeks to

preparation tools that served them well in

unify, the more complex are the mappings,

the “pre-data lake” world, companies are

and the more inter-connected these

finding out that while such tools elegantly

workflows become.

handle a small number of data sources and
stakeholders, they become cumbersome to
use and maintain for new use cases that
involve more sources and teams.

Even new solutions that offer self-serve
capabilities for business users in
individual teams struggle to perform as
sources grow and a larger number of
teams is involved in designing complex

Current solutions rely on procedural

data definitions.

languages where ETL developers must
create step-by-step workflow for data

Data unification effort

ingestion and transformations.

…but they struggle mightily here.

Existing ETL solutions do a great
job here…
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Long implementations slow down the business
As the effort to unify more data sources

reasonable solution, and test and release it

increases, so does time-to-value. Business

to the business. Time is a resource in short

users who seek to develop broader and

supply for business teams. They must

more meaningful views of customers,

answer a growing and more demanding
questions in order to remain competitive

investments, and programs, they must

in a chaotic marketplace. When new data is

longer on their IT counterparts to digest
these new data requests, figure out how to
incorporate them into the existing data

late to arrive, everyone in the business
feels the impact.

infrastructure, design and implement a

Complex data joins… millions of
records... How about end of quarter?
To optimize my budget, I need a report that
shows how our social media campaigns drive
in-store sales. Can I get it by end of day?
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Business owners aren’t the only ones impacted
The lack of readily available data that is

This enormous waste of valuable

clean and trustworthy has huge

resources has a lot to do with the growth

implications on data analytics and data

of data sources, the reliance on less and

science teams as well. Several studies

less structured data that requires more

show that approximately 80% of analysts’
and scientists’ time is spent on data
preparation.

clean up, and the ballooning volumes of
data itself. Again, everyone in the
organization is impacted.

Check this out: according to my calculation,
only 19.47% of our time is spent on actual
How much time did you spend prepping

analysis. The rest is just data hygiene.

the data for your calculation?
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Why do tools struggle with complex use cases?
ETL and data preparation tools can

The more sources and users an

effectively handle a few sources, but using

implementation involves, the more time

them in support of a data platform that

and effort engineers must invest to

handles dozens or hundreds of sources is a

develop and coordinate the growing
number of transformation steps. They

herculean effort. That’s because at their

must ensure that new procedures don’t

core, ETL tools rely on procedural logic

break or conflict with previous procedures

that must be codified in some

and that data sets are flowing in the right

programming language or the ETL tool’s

directions and at the right times.

system. Engineers must design, codify and
maintain procedures that describe the way
data will be transformed and moved step
by step.

Data unification

Data unification effort

Is it too late to
change careers?

ETL Engineer
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Reimagining data prep workflows for
the “post-data lake” world

Start at the end
Conventional thinking starts with the

In plain English, data analysts (rather than

source data and maps the various

ETL developers) control the data prep

transformation procedures needed to

process. These analysts use declarative

shape the data for its target destination.

languages, such as SQL or SQL-like, to
describe their data needs.

Conventional thinking doesn’t scale.
When you start with a declarative
A better approach is to declare the desired

language and add automation, you can

end state and work backwards—ideally

truly reimagine the whole data prep

programmatically—the various tasks that

process and make it agile and scalable.

make up the transformation logic.

Data analysts describe what they want and
Lore IO automates the procedural logic.

Those are the reports that my team
managed to build. Take it or leave it.
I guess I wasn’t declarative enough
about my reporting needs.
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Migrate out of procedural logic
Procedural transformations follow a

complexity. Business users cannot

traditional approach where the ETL

access—let alone use—the data while it’s

owners receive the reporting

being worked on. And any subsequent

requirements from the business team, and

requirement to modify the data may

then design, build, test and optimize the

impose a whole new sequence of steps.

implementation on their own before
providing business users with the prepped

Procedural logic is imposing a waterfall-

data.

like business workflow that is too slow to
adopt for use cases that involve many data

Many of the procedural tasks are carried

sources.

out sequentially and potentially over a
long period of time based on the project’s

Q1
JAN

Q2
FEB

MAR

APR

Q3
MAY

JUN

JUL

Q4
AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

Submit business
requirements

Integrate data
sources
Design ETL use
case
Build and deploy
ETL pipelines
Initial business
review
Submit change
requests
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Be declarative
Data prep approaches that leverage

Analysts define their target data views.

declarative definitions are proving to be

Subject matter experts annotate the data

much more scalable and agile than

elements and the system translates these

traditional procedural ones. Rather than a

declarations to ETL code that can be run at

waterfall model, declarative

any step of the process, evaluated and

transformations have a relaxed, cyclical

fixed as needed. Business users can

structure where each transformation task

evaluate the data at any time and request

can be carried out independently.

modifications to the preparation process.

Declarative transformations enable
business users to participate in the data
prep process from the get-go.

Business creates,
annotates report
templates

Multiple people can
simultaneously add
business definitions to
each element

For new sources, the
owner is asked to
annotate their data
Declarative
system
lives here

If new source is
needed, anyone can
add it to the catalog
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Procedural vs. declarative: one final analogy
PROCEDURAL

DECLARATIVE

Business users are customers

Business users are co-chefs

You know, I’m really liking whole caramelized
Thanks, but I asked for a bread-like cake. Can

onions in our bread. Please adapt the recipe

you bake me a Gugelhupf instead?

going forward.
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Automate ETL coding
Think of declarative language as the

machines that are much better suited to

“commander’s intent”—They convey the

handle increasing logic and source

desired outcome without specifying any

complexity than mere mortals. When

implementation details because those may

automated systems handle and even

change at any time based on resource

optimize the spaghetti salad of ETL job

availability, the emergence of new

code, the business can onboard and unify

technologies, the use of new data sources,

new data sources at a much faster rate,

etc.

enabling analysts to focus more time on
generating insights from data than on

It is much more desirable, therefore, to

prepping the data.

delegate the implementation process to

“Inject two small random errors as I do your
homework.” — Got it!
School’s so easy…
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Automation in action
A good example of how automation helps

implementations. Automation on the other

data preparation is the process of joining

hand, can control the various data entities,

disparate data sources. Following a

attributes, and key relationships, and by so

procedural model, an ETL engineer must

doing take care of all the necessary data

specify the various mechanisms to unify

joins on its own. Users should always have

data sources by mapping data keys and

full lineage to discover and understand

using other techniques. As the number of

how their data elements come together,

sources grows and as the data schemas of

but the actual unification can (and should)

the underlying sources change, it becomes

be done by machines.

increasingly painful for humans to manage
those relationships, slowing down
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Divide and conquer
Since declarative transformations enable

contributes a meal item that they are feel

more stakeholders to be involved

they can best manage. Similarly, the data

throughout the data preparation process,

preparation workflow can be divided up

it makes sense to divide the workflow into

and across those who best know the

small tasks and assign the responsibility

source data, those who understand the

for completing each task to those best

business logic, those who create the final

positioned to address them.

views, etc. Stakeholders collaborate on the
whole process by contributing at their own

This divide and conquer process is akin to

pace.

a potluck party where every guest

I made tofu salad. I hope no

Yay, I love tofu!

one’s allergic to tofu.

I need more wine to survive this.
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Develop a global data fabric
Once stakeholders collaborate on data

Automating declarative transformations

definition and business logic, they are

means that the system runs its

more likely to want to use the new data

transformation code directly on the source

elements in their reports and applications.

data. This means that data discovery and

A global data fabric can become the single

cataloging – while virtual – is directly

source of truth for the entire organization,

coupled with the actual data, so that users

expressing the ins and outs of the business

can issue data queries as they study – and

in a common and standard language that

even refine – the fabric, building new data

everyone can understand and trust.

definitions upon previously created ones.

It gives me great pleasure to announce
that the U.S. has finally adopted our
universal metric system!
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Putting it all together
Collaborative and declarative data

By delegating ETL code generation to

preparation offers a new alternative to

systems, businesses can more quickly

traditional ETL. It overcomes the scale

expand and deepen their shared

limitations that impact traditional

understanding of their data, and evolve

workflows as they attempt to unify a large

their common language to better express

and growing number of data sources. This

the nuances of their business.

form of agile data preparation enables
stakeholders to collaborate and gradually

Lastly, the collaborative nature of this new

build out the data fabric by incrementing

approach both democratizes data

their data definitions as new sources and

preparation – inviting new stakeholders to

use cases emerge.

participate in the process – and
decentralizes data ownership, inviting

At the same time, business users can reap

those who consume data to contribute to

quick returns from new definitions by

the growth and ongoing health of their

immediately incorporating them into their

data fabric.

reports and applications. They no longer
need to wait until their ETL engineering
counterparts fully develop and deploy the
data platform.
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About Lore IO

Lore IO is a data standardization solution

The Lore IO platform abstracts all the

provider that helps companies ingest and

complex semantics of how the data is

unify disparate data sets from hundreds or

captured and joined together, enabling

thousands of sources. It generates

customers to instantly validate business

standard outputs without the need for

logic in support of a wide range of use

engineers to develop procedural ETL and

cases.

data pipelines.
Lore IO takes an agile approach to
Lore IO customers unlock the full value of

partnering with new customers. It seeks to

their data by empowering business users

explore strategic projects that will make a

to collaborate on and use datasets that are

material impact on the business and then

initially hard to understand, reconcile, and

structure a partnership that demonstrates

blend.

value immediately and scales from there.

hi@getlore.io

Contact us to learn more
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